
88 Acres - Director of Performance Marketing  
 
At 88 Acres, we’re POWERED by SEEDS. Using seeds as our foundation, we create 
healthy snacks and pantry staples out of our own dedicated bakery in the inner-city of 
Boston. 88 Acres can be found nationally across aisles of natural grocers such as 
Whole Foods, through collaborations with education institutions, and other unique 
channels and partners. As an omni-channel brand, we are looking for a data-driven, 
performance marketer to lead the development, execution and refinement of 
e-commerce initiatives within the 88 Acres brand. 
 
The Day to Day 
-Own strategy, execution and revenue generation of e-commerce on 88Acres.com.  
-Own growth marketing by developing, testing, iterating and scaling programs across 
channels (owned and earned, but with a focus on paid) in order to efficiently increase 
acquisition.  
-Responsible for all aspects of performance and digital growth marketing throughout 
acquisition, referral, retention and loyalty. 
-Manage strategy, execution and day-to-day operation of growth marketing throughout 
paid social, search, retargeting, and affiliate.  
-Produce insights and visibility on performance across communication channels to 
reinforce creative as well as to guide email and social team on refinement of copy, 
visuals, cadence, etc. Develop and execute regular A/B testing. As more effective 
messaging is identified, work with the team to continuously scale and optimize.  
-Oversee strategy and revenue generation of e-commerce on Amazon brand store, 
working collaboratively with agency partner to execute on goals.  
-Build and maintain clear models to ensure growth marketing strategy is achieving LTV, 
ROAS, CAC, attribution, etc. goals.  
-Utilize customer insights in order to enhance DTC web experience and conversion 
efficiency. Partner effectively with agency partners to execute direct website needs.  
 
Who you are 
-Proven marketer who understands and has worked across the full DTC marketing 
funnel for growth stage consumer brands, either directly or through an agency. 
-Comfortable working with complex challenges, appreciate white space and autonomy, 
and understand the value of a rapid test and learn approach. 
-Servant leader to help guide direct and indirect team in order to achieve short and long 
term functional area and company-wide goals. 
-Savvy about how to leverage large data sets to create sophisticated advertising 
programs. 



-Must have strong strategic and tactical understanding of media tools within 
Facebook/Instagram, Youtube, Google Adwords, etc. 
-Deep knowledge of Google Analytics. 
-Ability to build reports, analyze data, communicate meaningful metrics. 
-Deep analytical abilities, especially with respect to experimental design and analysis. 
-10+ years of progressive responsibility in online marketing, e-commerce, product 
management, and/or digital growth team. 
-Bachelor’s degree in marketing or related field.  
 
Benefits  
-Competitive salary  
-Open time off  
-Loads of seed-powered foods  
-Health, Vision, Dental 
 


